USA Boccia Nationals Championships Games Information
Hello Everyone,
We are excited to have everyone back on the Boccia Court. This letter is to inform you of the structure of the
tournament, along with procedures for Individual and Team/Pair competition.

Team/Pair Information
The final schedule can be found on the following website throughout the Team/Pair Competition. Please note
this link is different than the link for the Individual Competition. Also available at www.usaboccia.org
https://www.allprosoftware.net/Boccia_Nationals_Team_and_Pairs/2/aptspool1.htm
Team Competition
# of Teams: 4
Structure: each team will play each team within the pool.
Final Placement: will be determined by your final position within the pool.

BC3 Pairs
# of Pairs: 5
Structure: each team will play each pair within the pool.
Final Placement: will be determined by your final position within the pool.

BC4 Pairs
# of Pairs: 2 Pairs (Nick/Jeremy P) and (Scott/Henry) and 1 exhibition team (Finton/Burns)
Structure: Nick/Jeremy P and Scott/Henry will play each other three times, and also play Finton/Burns team
twice.
Final Placement: will be determined by the final record between Nick/Jeremy P and Scott and Henry.
Finton/Burns will be awarded a sportsmanship medal and providing high level competition.

BC5 Pairs
# of Pairs: 3
Structure: The BC5 Pair division will play a double round robin. All games vs the Open Pair will be exhibition.
Final Placement: The final placement will be determined by your final placement in the pool. The games against
the Open Pair will not be included in the final results.
Open Pairs # of Pairs: 1
Billy Brooks/Darius Thompson will receive the 1st place medal, awarded for promoting Pair Play

Individual Competition
The final schedule for the individual competition can be found on this website. Please note this website is
different from the team/pair website. Also available at www.usaboccia.org
https://www.allprosoftware.net/USA_Boccia_Nationals_Individuals_2021/11/aptspool1.htm
Structure: At this time, we are unable to determine the structure of each division for the individual competition.
The anticipated release of the individual competition will be no later than noon on Friday. There is a possibility
some individual rounds may begin late Friday afternoon, but until classification is complete and the appropriate
divisions/pools can be created, we will not know if we need to start games on Friday. Saturday and Sunday will
consist of individual play and elimination games.
Please note:




Any divisions that consist of five players or less will have one pool
Any division that has six to seven players may be one pool or two pools. If there are two pools the top
two teams in each pool will progress to the Elimination Stage.
Any division with eight or more players will be split into pools and the top two teams in each pool will
progress to the Elimination Stage.

For the complete pool structure and competition structure please refer to the USA Boccia Competition
Procedures which was included in another document.
If you have any questions regarding the tournament structure please feel free to reach out to me at
beckyp@wdsra.com
Here is your friendly reminder that
Team/Pair- call room opens 45 minutes before your scheduled time and closes 20 minute prior to your
scheduled game time.
Individual –call room opens 30 minutes before your scheduled time and closes 15 minutes prior to your
scheduled game time.

Thanks and I look forward to seeing you in the call room! DON’T MAKE ME HUNT YOU DOWN ;-)
Becky Prince – Competition Manager

